Victory for the Mail in aftermath of
Liverpool Care Pathway scandal
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Judges call for 'suicide court'
A
should
be set
up'SUICIDE
so thatcourt'
gravely
disabled
people can be given pennisslon to seek help In t kl .
their own llves,Supreme~o:~
judges said yesterday
Such a court should decide
whether someone Is mentally
capable of taking the declslo
establish that they have n~t
been Influenced and that they
are too disabled to commit
suicide without assistance
Its judges would then be ~ble
to give pennlsslon to doct
or family to help people co~
mlt suicide. The call for a sul-

~l,de court came as nine judges

b;hm~sefd two appeals on
a o paralysed men who
~a~tri
the right to ask others
0

e P them end their lives.
Yesterday's decision In the
~ses oflony Nlckllnson, a pa~
a1 ysed stroke victim who died
~J 012, and another stroke
~ II m known only as Martin,

1

~c;'adecadeofdebateover

ed suicide.
SuThe judges declared that the
preme Court has the autho~
lty to tell Parliament that the
law on assisted suicide Is
wrong and must be retonned.

By Steve Doughty
Social Affairs Correspondent

FAMILIES will be given a say over
the treatment of patients who are
thought to be near death, ministers promised yesterday.
They said loved ones must be
'involved in decisions' in NHS hospitals to ensure the 'horrific' abuses and
'tick-box' culture created by the discredited Liverpool Care Pathway
never hap~en again.

And hospital managers or doctors who
try to cover up the circumstances of a
patient's death will be subject to criminal
prosecutions and heavy flnes in court.
The radical rights for families are part of
a new protection package for the dying
that ministers say will mean an end to the
'protocols and processes' that led to the
Liverpool Care Pathway scandal.
They acted after the Daily Mail told how
families were kept in the dark
about the fact that their loved ones follow, typically within 36 hours.
had been put on the Pathway and The inquiry was called after leading
revealed that hospitals had been medical figures condemned the syspaid millions to reach targets for tem as a 'self-fuliilling prophecy',
numbers of patients dying on it.
and thousands of families of
The LCP, originally designed to patients who had died complained.
ensure dignified and pain-free
New rules for the care of patients
dying, was scrapped last year after thought to be near the end of their
a scathing independent inquiry lives wm forbid hospitals from
found t hat it had meant 'uncaring, deciding that someone is dying and
rushed and ignorant' treatment or then speeding their end by drugthe most vulnerable hospital ging them and removing tubes givpatients. In some cases, patients ing them food and water.
Instead, there must be regular
were denied water as they died.
Under the Pathway, doctors and reviews of treatment in all cases,
nurses decided when a patient was dying patients and their families
about to die. Commonly, a syringe must be kept informed and involved
driver would pump them with seda- in decisions1 and treatment will be
tives, while tubes giving rood and 'tailored to t;he individual'.
water were detached. Death would
Hospitals will be told to appoint

of compassionate care,' he said. 'In
future there will be an absolute
focus on the individual and the
family. There will }:>e no process or
protocol. There will be no assumption of an inevitable path to~ards
death which became so horrif1c in
many 'places.'
He added: 'The new priorities will
mean that care is focused on dying
people's wishes. This will make
sure their voices, and those of their
families are beard at all times.'
Baroness Neuberger, who beaded
the inquiry into the Pathway last
yew: will continue to monitor the
way' dying patients are treated
until next summer.
She warned yesterday that public
worries will not ease until everyone

independent assessors to decide
on complaints in 'serious or untoward incidents'.
Under new laws now coming into
operation managers or doctors
who try to prevent investigations
or orgariise cover-ups of deaths or
serious cases of error or malpractice can be brought to court by the
hospital re~ator, the Care Quality Commission. Courts will be
able to levy fines on a scale yet to
be decided.
The new rules on care for the
dying, labelled Priorities for Care,
were announced yesterday by Care
Minister Norman Lamb.
'The Liverpool Care Pathway
became a tick-box process and we
lost Sight or the crucial importance

knows the f1rm details of how the
families of the dying will ~ye a say.
Professor Patrick Pullicmo, the
nrst senior medical figure to criticise the Pathway, welcomed the
decision to put patients and. their
families •at the centre of decisions
about treatment'.
But he warned: 'The central flaw
of the LCP and what made it dangerous was the inability to diagnose,
with any accuracy, that someone is
going to die within days or hours.
'This remains a central problem
with Priorities for Care. Calling
someone a dying person, as this
new approach does, means that
anyone so labelled will be at risk of
dying inappropriately, as occurred
with:.Lthe LCP.'

